"JX Superstar" (+record). 36
"J's. Consciousness." 70
"Nature:.....divine/human." 548

715  J. as Postideological Model

70.  J' Consciousness (interiority of life-style) as seen by one disciple (WEE) here and now ('71)

632  Pastoral Counseling:  "Was J. a 'PC'?"

575  Sociolog of Religion:  Jesus as "Liberator"

1011  Jesus as outside insider

1012  Christianity, a dynamostatic image of

920  as guru

968  as teacher  4ff

861  open letter to Yoder

864  ...and ideolog. isms
JESUS (CONTD)
862 ...& lib. theo.
1084. Transcendence, to title
1222. as no depriva
1240. points & metaphors
1300. no temporal/timeless
1301. Yr ppa
1424. use on Ges. Dec 79
2523. Imaging ... (Paradigm)
2610. Well - destroy, et al
2682. J. Seewer
3135. J. Bauble
2744. J. as Godden - Sam. C. L.
2853. Boy's meditated
2810 A. Discussing
2825.7. False truths to the hor.
2827.7. Non-
3026. a Pilot

3042. How says He, name...

3081. I didn't tell B. Atrip!

3180A. "Jesus is calling" - 17"